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What can you ask
the candidate’s son?
By JONATHAN KRIM
Montana Katmtn E ditor

As the group of reporters waited
for Jimmy Carter’s son to arrive for a
news conference, Bill Schwanke,
voice of the Grizzlies, turned to
another reporter and said, “ I really
don't have any idea what to ask the
guy except 'How do you like it
here?’ "
It was the general feeling of the
press corps.
But everyone pretended otherwise
the minute Jack Carter, a 29-year-old
mirror-image of his father, entered
the conference room of Missoula's
Union Hall yesterday.
The news conference was short, as
Carter made a brief statement and
then easily fielded the usual ques
tions.
One reporter asked him to clarify
his father's recent statement In
Billings that handguns should be
registered.
Carter clarified it. He repeated his
father’s statement.
Another reporter asked Carter
what he thought was the most im
portant program his father has to
“ bring government back down to the
people."
Carter explained that his father
wants to reorganize government,
make government more sensitive to
people's needs and consult with the
people on “general issues."
A third reporter asked Carter why
his father keeps calling President
Gerald Ford "insensitive.”
Carter said that Ford has been liv
ing in Washington for 28 years as a
"privileged character.”
Ford has had people “carrying his
bags for him,” Carter said.
Ford - has never had to buy
groceries, Carter said.
Ford thinks unemployment is just a
statistic, Carter said.
About three questions later, Gary
Kimble, assistant professor of Native
American Studies at the University of
Montana, legislator and Carter
organizer, announced that there
could be only one more question.
It was asked. Carter answered it,
got up and said “ see y'all later.”
But the question of why people
and the press go to see the Jack
Carters and Steve Fords lingered.
Later, Carter addressed a crowd of

Brown at UM
California Gov. Edmund
(Jerry) Brown Jr., will be at the
University of Montana
tomorrow.
Brown will conduct a press
conference in the University
Center lounge at 11 a.m. At
11:30 he will attend a political
rally In the Library Mall. In case
of rain, the rally will be moved
to the UC.

about 50 people in a bingo hall next
to the Union Hall.
He criticized Ford’s lack of
leadership. He told a joke that drew a
lot of laughter. He said if people are
satisfied with the country as it is, they
should vote for Ford. If people want
change, Carter said, they should vote
for his father.
He said nothing new.
Carter ended his day at the
University of Montana speaking to
about 60 students in the Gold Oak
Room.
He gave almost the same speech
he gave at the bingo hall.
He answered questions about
nuclear energy, the environment,
taxes, gun control and coat mining.
He offered one new wrinkle: He
said that coal should be mined

primarily from the East, where he
said it is easier to reclaim land. He
said that if strip mining is the
quickest way to mine eastern coal, it
should be strip mined. He said there
is enough coal in the East to last the
country 100 years. More precisely,
that's what he said his father says.
After a day of speech-making and
hand-shaking, not much was learned
that wasn't already known about
Jimmy Carter.
I finally had to ask him the big
question.
I asked him why he thinks people
come to see sons or daughters or
wives of candidates.
He smiled and asked me why I was
there covering him.
I still can't answer that question.

montana

JACK CARTER speaking in the Gold Oak Room yesterday. (Montana
Kalmln photo by Vaughan Ahlgren.)
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Discount cards termed deceptive
L & B Marketing, producers <5f the
Student Buying Power Cards, have
“deceived" MiSsoula businesses and
“caused enmity” between those
businesses and the university, ac
cording to Brian O'Grady, student af
fairs assistant.
In an Oct. 13 letter to the firm,
O'Grady said L & B Marketing had
shipped too few of the cards too late
for distribution during registration
week. The letter said the firm
“deceived” Missoula businesses
about how the card was to be dis
tributed and mistakenly listed a non
participating store on the back of the
card.
The cards, which were being dis
tributed free Tuesday and yesterday
at a table in the UC Mall, give various
discounts to full-time students bear
ing the card at seven of the eight
businesses on the back.
Jim McGuirl, owner of Army-Navy
Economy Stores, Inc., 322 N.
Higgins, said L & B had printed his
store’s name on the cards even
though he had stopped payment on
his $275 participation-fee check,
withdrawing from the program three
days after he agreed to participate
last summer. The Bayside, N.Y. firm

Food Service director
threatens to resign
Carson Vehrs, University of Montana Food Service director, said yesterday
that he and other management personnel will resign if cases of intentional
food contamination at the Food Service continue to happen in the future.
Vehrs said that he and Food Service unit managers agreed at a meeting to
resign if the Food Service "was subject to that kind of harassment.”
Hot lunches, prepared by the UM Food Service for Missoula grade schools,
were "intentionally" contaminated with bacterial organisms Tuesday, ac
cording to Kenneth Read, UM sanitarian.
It has not been determined who contaminated the food or where it was con
taminated.
Vehrs said he could not guarantee that further contamination could be
stopped because of the large scope of the Food Service program.
The Food Service employs about 500 people and provides 18,000 meals a
day to college students, Vehrs said. The 18,000 figure does not include meals
served at the Gold Oak Room or the Copper Commons, he said.
“The only guarantee is to stop serving," Vehrs said. And, he said, he would
not make the decision to stop serving.
Vehrs said he would prefer the “ least possible publicity" on the con
tamination. He said the publicity might cause more cases of food con
tamination, because it might put the idea into other people's heads.

contacted him twice by phone asking
him to reconsider.
McGuril said, “ It doesn’t take them
any time to get your name on, but it
sure does to get it off."
McGuril said he asked for a letter
from the Student Affai rs Office to ex
plain that he was not participating in
the program, but had not received
one yet.
Reg Wilkinson, owner of the
Sandwich Shoppe, 504 Daly, said he
made a partial payment of the fee
($189) because he was waiting to see
if the card was a good deal before he
paid the rest.
Owners of the eight firms listed on
the card reported different things
about what Howell had promised
concerning distribution of the card.
Three owners indicated Howell
had said the cards would “ probably”
be distributed in registration
packets. Two other owners said they
were told only freshmen would
receive cards.
All the businesses expressed

disappointment that the cards had
not arrived for registration week. The
bill of lading showed L & B didn't ship
the cards until Sept. 24. They arrived
Tuesday Oct. 12.
O'Grady said Howell had promised
him that about 13,000 student cards
and 750 faculty cards would arrive
before registration. O’Grady said he
received only 9,100 student cards
and no faculty cards at all.
O’Grady said he got involved with
L & B when he answered a mailed
piece of literature describing the
card program. Howell met with
O’Grady last July, and O'Grady
prepared a letter of introduction to
local businesses that said the
“ Student Affairs Office (was) in full
support" of the program but that the
university was in no way connected.
O'Grady said he had not meant to
imply university support by sending
the letter of introduction. He said the
letter meant that he, personally, “ as

an advocate of students,” supported
the program.
O'Grady said he didn't think he had
overstepped his authority as student
affairs assistant in the matter, but he
said that in discussions with Patricia
Douglas, special assistant to
President Bowers, and Del Brown,
director of Student Services, it had
been decided that no more programs
like it would be invited on campus.
Because the Student Affairs Office
has signed a distribution contract
with L & B, O’Grady said he would
continue to distribute the cards, but
that it would be difficult to do this late
in the quarter.
He said he had "dumped" about
1,000 Tuesday at the table in the UC
Mall and hoped that at least 1,000
m ore had been d is trib u te d
yesterday.
He said he would be able to dis
tribute only 3,000 cards “at best.”

UM agrees to pay $9,000
to former controller Hannon
The University of Montana has
agreed to pay $9,000 to a former em
ploye to settle a lawsuit brought
against a current UM officer and a
former UM President.
The $9,000 will be paid to former
UM Controller William Hannon. Han
non, who left UM in June 1973 after
the school failed to renew his con
tract, filed suit against former-UM
President Robert Pantzer and thenBusiness Manager Cal Murphy in
January 1974.
Hannon charged in his suit that the
two men failed to renew his contract
because Hannon had earlier
reported the misuse of federal workstudy funds by the UM athletic
department to officials of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Hannon said in his suit that the two
men had violated his rights of free
speech, due process and of seeking a
governmental redress of grievances.
Both have denied the charge.
Hannon became aware of the

misuses through a report issued by
former UM Internal Auditor Ray
Menier. Menier, like Hannon, left UM
following the 1973 acquittal of
form er football coach Jack
Swarthout' and assistant coach
William Betcher of charges of
c o n s p irin g to d e fra u d the
government.
Murphy was named a coconspirator in the case by a federal
grand jury, but was never charged
with a crime.
Hannon sought a total of $26,453
in damages from the two men.
But the University assumed their
defense, under a mandate from the
state Board of Regents. UM will pay
the $9,000 settlement and lawyers'
fees for the two men.
The Regents had authorized UM to
spend $9,500 to defend the two. The
amount actually spent on lawyers'
fees, and the question of whether UM
had been authorized to settle out of
court, could not be determined
yesterday. UM President Richard

Bowers and Commissioner of Higher
Education Lawrence Pettit could not
be reached for comment.
Murphy now serves as an assistant
to A. Dale Tomlinson, UM vice
president for fiscal affairs. Pantzer,
after retiring from UM in 1974, moved
to Santa Rosa, Cal.
Hannon now works for Regis
College In Denver, Colo.

Correction
Yesterday's Montana Kaimin In
correctly reported that University of
Montana Controller Edward Bohac
said the business office should be
running smoothly under the new
university-wide accounting system
by Fall Quarter 1977. Bohac said he
expects that to happen by the end of
this quarter.

opinion
journalism, but this latest example of
their unwillingness to cover any news
that might make waves or touch off
public controversy concerning public
officials, demands that their press
passes be pulled and their tape
recorders smashed.
So until then, rip and tear journalists,
bring us some more Paul Harvey and
some more verbatim press releases
from the Sheriffs office and some more
two-minute interviews with school kids
in their Halloween costumes and some
more early morning canned police
reports.

Rip
and
Tear
M isso u la's television and radio
stations agreed Tuesday to withhold
for six days the story that hot lunches
for Dist. 1 grade school kids had been
intentionally contaminated.
This incident, besides indicating
there is a sick person somewhere along
the hot lunch distribution chain,
demonstrates clearly that the local
television and radio stations are not
concerned with their public duty: that
of informing the public.
To agree to withhold an important
story for any longer than it takes to
confirm the story is indefensible. But,
to agree to hold the contamination
story for six days is downright
ominous.
There has not yet been an official
determination that the food, prepared
by the UM Food Service, was toxic or
non-toxic.
Fortunately, none of the children in
the 10 schools that received the food
ate any of it. But what if they had? And
what if the food was toxic? And what if
the Missoulian had, like the broad
casters, agreed not to run the story?
There would have been complete
silence about the contamination, and
worried parents with possibly sick kids
would have just been out of luck (and
information).
Now, Missoula's television and radio
stations have never been known as
paragons of hard-hitting broadcast

While we are on the subject of the
media and public officials, a comment
should be made on the recent mayor's
salary raise, Which received little
publicity.
The Missoula City Council two
weeks ago raised the salary for the next
mayor from the present $16,000 to
$19.000 a year.
The raise itself is not necessarily a
bad thing, but the people who pushed
for the raise, the time that the raise
proposal was taken up by the council
and the criteria used to establish the
amount of the raise, make the raise a
bad deal for taxpayers.
First, the budget was supposed to
have been passed the second week of
August— it hasn’t been passed yet. The
council is hoping to get to it the 18th of
this month. One councilman said two
weeks ago that he doesn’t think
enough taxes can be assessed to cover
the proposed fiscal 1976-1977 budget.
Second, the present mayor, Robert
Brown, has treated the mayor's job as a
part-time job. Certainly if the next
mayor is going to take the same at
titude about the job, $16,000, plus the
use of a city car, is ample payment.
The council, if it honestly felt the
mayor needed more money, should
have waited until the new mayor was
elected in 1977 and based the amount
of increase on his performance.
But that didn’t happen because am
bition was pushing for the raise. The
two councilmen who have expressed
interest in running for the mayor’s job

were the two who pushed most for the
raise.
C ouncilm an G eo rg ia W alters,
chairman of the finance committee and
known to be interested in the mayor’s
position, was the first to propose a raise
for the mayor. Her proposal was that
the mayor receive $22,500 a year.
It was defeated, but not by the vote of
councilman Fred Thomson. He liked
the figure and voted for it. Thomson
has since left the council because he
moved out of the ward, and had to give
his seat up. (But not necessarily his
political ambitions.)
It seems a bit unethical to push' and
vote for a mayor’s raise, when you
know that you’ll be campaigning next
year for that seat (and salary).
Well, anyway, there was a com
promise among the council members
and the next mayor will get the $19,000
salary.
But the push for a big raise for the
mayor in a time when the city is finan
cially strapped and when the mayor’s
election is only months off, must cast a
doubt on Thomson's and Walters'

motives, and hence on theirdesirability
as candidates for mayor.
Bill McKeown

■ mofttono
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William F. Buckley
An Evening With Castro
Panama City — For those antiquarians who
cherish an occasional vignette of the kind
which in better days would stir the blood of
free men, here is one the hero of which is a
Panamanian banker.
For reasons irrelevant to the story, this
young businessman had a mission to tran
sact with Fidel Castro, and the contacts to
arrange for a meeting with him. He made
his arrangements to go.
But these arrangements are to be dis
tinguished from those apparently made by
the typical visitor to Cuba from the United
States, whether Congressman or civil
servant or journalist. The visitor put all
other cares aside and spent an entire
fortnight familiarizing himself with the
Cuba from which Fidel Castro — it is now
being all but universally said — rescued the
people. He was sophisticated enough to
know that for years the Russian Com
munists quieted western apprehensions by
reciting the horrors of life under the czars.
Recent studies establish that the period
of greatest growth in virtually every direc
tion in Russia was during the first 15 years
of this century. But all Communist
arguments are orchestrated around the
conditions in Russia in 1917, and those in
Russia today. It is not even asked what
would Russia under the czars have done
between 1917 and 1976 in the absence of
Lenin and his successors. It is as if a com
parative view of industrial history were

conducted by a professor .who remarked
that in 1917, only one in 40,000 Americans
owned an automobile, whereas in the
Soviet Union nowadays, there is an
automobile for every 500 people.
Having done his historical homework,
the banker visited with Cuban refugees,
getting from them in detail figures, de
scriptions, locations. On arriving in
Havana, he knew that Castro would play his
seigneurial game of refusing to indicate an
hour for the scheduled conference. He
took accordingly two precautions. He
devoted his time to touring Havana and the
countryside demanding that his official
guide stop the car at this school, or at that
grocery store, or at this medical clinic: and
into the memory bank the descriptions
were stored: How it was now. almost 20
years after Castro's takeover: compared
with how it was then.
The second precaution was to train the
body. Mens Sana in corpora sano. Castro,
like Stalin — whose legitimate son he is —
rejoices in midnight conferences. They
suit, to begin with, Castro's personal
h a b its .
They
a re ,
m o r e o v e r,
psychologically intimidating. Stay up until
midnight doing whatever you do in the
evening hours, get awakened by a knock
on the door at two in the morning with the
news that Castro is expecting you at that
moment, and you are not likely to be at your
best.

The visitor, anticipating that Castro
could not postpone much longer the
interview, went to bed at 8 PM — and
indeed, at two in the morning, in the safe
house where he had been told to stay, the
knock came to inform him that Castro was
in the east wing.
With, incredibly, very nearly all of his
cabinet. He likes that kind of thing. The full
court, any hour of the day or of the night:
and the conversations began.
In thinking back to when something of
the sort happened to another dictator, one
can only think of the great moment when
Stalin, at a reception in Moscow, was ac
costed by Lady Astor who asked when he
was going to stop killing people. Castro
swaggered in with the kind of stuff that
overwhelms American senators and Latin
American archbishops: and he found he
had run into a stone wall. Courteously, but
confidently, the young banker confuted
virtually every claim made. He corrected
Castro's pre-revolutionary statistics. He
challenged, giving the evidence of his own
eyes, Castro's claims to the quality of
modern medicine in Cuba: to the
availability of all basic foodstuffs: to the
pupil-teacher ratio.
Castro began then to squirm, and to look
aside at his cabinet, as if to say: How did
you permit me to get into this mess with this
argumentative bourgeois? One could not
tell — the banker reported — whether the

glance meant that the next morning the
Cabinet would be sent to the sugar fields
and a new set of sycophants brought in; or
whether the deadly glance suggested that
Castro's pride was maimed at having been
himself deceived, even as the czars were
regularly deceived by their courts. In
desperation, Fidel Castro pulled out a book
— on himself, by Frank Mankiewicz. former
aide to Senator Robert Kennedy, campaign
manager to George McGovern. A paean to
Castro’s Cuba. Of course, the banker had
already read it; and held it in thecontempt it
deserves. He handed back the volume to
Castro, as if to say; give it to your
propaganda minister.
I learned the story the afternoon that the
good archbishop of Panama, the Most
Reverend Marcos McGrath, praised the
achievements of Castro for his people. He
did this most sincerely. Why should he be
expected to know more than Frank Man
kiewicz about conditions in Cuba? And the
next morning — sometimes the prodigality
of providence is breathtaking — the morn
ing newspaper in Panama reported that
Castro had rationed the consumption of
coffee in Cuba to one and one half ounces
per person per week. Another 20 years of
Castro, and the ration will be reduced to
half an ounce per week.

Action on faculty review committee delayed again
By CLARE NICHOLS
Montana Kalinin Reporter

The Faculty Senate decided
yesterday to refer the question of
suspending its review committee to
the executive committee of the
Senate. The decision came after an
earlier Senate vote to suspend the
review committee for one year.
The review committee makes
recommendations on applications
for faculty promotion, tenure and
merits. The committee’s recommen
dations are sent to the academic vice
president for consideration.
The proposal to suspend the
review committee until the end of this
academic year was introduced by
Chris Field, professor of geography,
at last week's Senate meeting. His
proposal would have been im-

Tie Vote
The original vote to suspend the
committee resulted in a tie. Faculty
Senate Chairman James Walsh
jjroke the tie by voting in favor of
Field’s proposal to suspend the com
mittee.
In debate prior to the vote, James

Mountain Life Community
rally for jailed professor today
The Mountain Life Community, a
group dedicated to the abolition of
nuclear weapons, plans to stage a 4
p.m. rally on the University of Mon
tana Oval today to show support for
four of its members who were
arrested last week.
Joy DeStefano, a spokesman for
the group, said the rally will
demonstrate popular support for UM
Philosophy Professor Bryan Black
and students David Host, Joan
Conger and Tom Lanning. The four
were arrested Saturday when Host
and Conger allegedly dug a grave on
the lawn of the Missoula County
Courthouse, while Black and Lan
ning stood nearby and held a banner
reading “ Disarm or Dig Graves."
B la ck and L a n n in g were
sentenced to serve five days for fail
ing to obey an order to disperse.
Black was sentenced to an additional
24 hours for contempt of court, after
he attempted to read a prepared

statement on disarmament in the
courtroom.
Lanning was released yesterday
on payment of a $100 fine and pos
ting a $500 bond. Black is to be
released at 10 a.m. today upon
payment of $200 in fines and posting
a $500 bond. They are both awaiting
trial, set for January, on charges of
criminal mischief.
Conger and Host Monday pleaded
guilty to charges of criminal mis
chief. They were fined $200 each and
sentenced to serve 30 days in jail.
The jail terms were suspended upon
payment of the lines.
DeStefano described Mountain
Life Community as a “ non-violent
resistance group that affirms life and
freedom in the midst of a dying
world.
“The immediate task is to resist
nuclear domination, but the nuclear
threat is but one aspect- of the
sickness that pervades the world,"
_^he said.

vote to suspend.
Reinhardt replied that he had not
chahged his vote but was merely
calling for a reconsideration of the
earlier vote.
The question of suspension
should be put to the whole faculty for
a vote, Grossman suggested.

Lowe, associate professor of fores
try, said the suspension of the review
committee would go “ hand in hand"
with last week's decision to allow
each department of the university to
make Its own standards concerning
promotion and tenure.

plemente'd into the Policy’ and
Procedure for Faculty Advancement
(PAPFA) document.
If the review committee is
suspended, each school and
department would make its own
policies and decisions regarding
faculty promotion, tenure and merit.
The decision to take the question
of the suspension to the executive
committee occurred after two hours
of debate and vote concerning the is
sue.

Stanley Grossman, associate
professor of mathematics, said the
new method of writing standards was
a substantial step forward but said
the Senate was acting too hastily in
considering the issue of suspension.
Grossman moved to table further
consideration of changes to the
PAPFA document until a committee
could be formed to investigate
alternatives to the suspension. The
motion failed by a 16-17 vote.

A motion to send the issue of the
review committee's suspension as
well as deadlines for the standards to
the executive committee was made
by Thomas Huff, professor of
philosophy. The motion carried.

Walsh said after the meeting that
the vote to allow the executive com
mittee to consider the issue was
made with the understanding that
they report back to the Senate as
soon as possible. Walsh said he
hopes the committee will be able to
make some recommendations to the
Senate by next week.
Once the committee has made its
recommendations Walsh said he
would like to see the final decision
made by the whole faculty.

Gov. Brown here tom orrow
California Gov. Edmund (Jerry)
Brown Jr. will spend more than an
hour addressing the press and the'
public at the UM campus tomorrow,
during a four-hour swing through
Missoula.
Brown is campaigning on behalf of
Democratic Presidential Candidate
Jimmy Carter, and on behalf of all
Montana Democratic candidates.
Brown, who arrives in Missoula on
a 10 a.m. Northwest Orient Airlines
flight, will open his campus stand
with an 11 a.m. press conference in
the University Center lounge. If

Revision of Standards Considered
After Field's proposal to suspend
the committee was accepted, the
Senate considered the matter of the
revision of department standards
and deadlines for submission of the
revisions.
The Senate decided to set Nov. 15
as the deadline for revision of stan
dards after some debate.
Howard Reinhardt, professor of
mathematics, then moved that the
Senate reconsider its earlier vote to
suspend the review committee.
Reinhardt said that the in
troduction of Field's proposal to the
PAPFA d o c u m e n t made it
“ unworkable." Reinhardt had voted
in favor of the proposal.
The Senate needed more time to
consider the consequences of the
suspension, according to Reinhardt.
Once again the vote was tied and
the chairman cast his ballot in favor
of reconsideration of the issue.
Grossman said the Senate was
playing an irresponsible game by
bringing up the issue Of recon
sideration of a vote.
He charged that members were
changing their votes because one
group saw they might have an ad
vantage after some members of the
Senate had left following the original

Mars project
lecture today
A free public lecture and slide
show about the Mars Viking lander
project will be given by a NASA
scientist this afternoon at 3:10 in
Science Complex 131. *
Cary Spitzer, manager of the
physical and magnetic properties
investigations of the project, has
been working in NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif, since 1969.
The Viking lander was launched to
Mars in the summer of 1975 and
landed there on July 20 of this
summer.
Spitzer will also lecture during an
astronomy class today.

weather permits, the festivities will
then move outdoors for a political
rally at 11:30 a.m. in the Library Mall,
If inclement weather occurs the
rally will be held in the UC Mall.
At 12:30 p.m., Brown will speak at a
$12.50-per-plate luncheon, to be
held at East Missoula's Club
Chateau.
Brown is scheduled to leave Mis
soula on a 2 p.m. flight from
Johnson-Bell Field.

f
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goings on

• EEOC seminar, today and
tomorrow, UC Montana Rooms.
• Gerry Brenner lecture, The
Work o f Hemingway's Last Decade, 8
p.m. Monday, UC Montana Rooms.
• Cary Spitzer lecture. Viking Pro
ject, 3:10 p.m. today, SC 131.
• Oriental Potluck dinner, Married
Student Club House, 6 p.m. Sunday.
• Quaker meeting, 11 a.m. Sun
day, 910 Ronald.
• F o r e s tr y
Y e a rb o o k
organizational meeting, 7 p.m. Mon
day, Forestry 201.
• Coordinating Council for the
Handicapped, 4 p.m. Monday, CSD
conference room.
• Theosophical Society, 8 p.m.
Monday, 102 McLeod.
• Dinner, 5:30 p.m. Sunday, The
Ark, 538 University. Fifty cents.

Be Wise!

CAROLINE
BIRD

dance/Montana

see

~
Lectures on:
“ENTERPRISING
WOMEN”
Wed., October 27
8 p.m.
UC Ballroom
— FREE —
Public Invited
A Presentation ot the A.8.U.M.
Program Council Lecture Sartos

RON

l n

B p iN tfS l

For Your
Estimate On Paint
and Repairs

IN CONCERT

ALL MAKES A MODELS
CUSTOM PAINT MATCHING
AUTO PAINT BAKING
OVEN

OCT. 14, 15 & 16 — 8 P.M.

AUTO GLASS INSTALLED
Leak Free
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
FRAME STRAIGHTENING
APPLIANCE REFINISHING

call ro n

X

University Theatre

\ \ \ l / / /

U.M. STUDENTS FREE • General Public $2.50

549-2347

719 STRAND AVE.
Stephens & Strand Ave.

For reservations call 243-6821

Know your jeweler!
THE REAL-LIVE BOOKSTORE
W O ULD LIKE TO IN VITE YOU ALL
TO C O M E OVER AND V IS IT US AT
THE WAREHOUSE 725 WEST ALDER STREET I
Our selection o f books represents the finest In
contemporary American literature
books by almost every spiritual master In the world today
natural cookbooks, energy books, magazines, etc.
thousands o f second-hand books and records

TRY US FIRST
WE GIVE THE BEST DEALS
ON YOUR USED BOOKS AND RECORDS
THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY,
OCT. 15 & 16

H e re a re fiv e
d iam o n d s o f th e s a m e size— e a c h
is V2 c a ra t — a t
vastly d iffe re n t
prices. B efo re
yo u buy, yo u
should kn o w w h y .
Let us e xp lain

th e q u a lity
d iffe re n c e .

10% OFF ANY PURCHASE
WITH THIS COUPON
Also visit these other folks at the warehpuse:
Mammyth Bakery
The Warehouse Gallery
The Silversmith
The Woodcarver
Rocky Mt, Decor
The Spaghetti Station
West Alder St. Deli

Prices subject to change

DONL
Honor Both
I|ankAmericard
Master Charge
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Member American
Gem Society

Phone 542-2504

130 N orth H iU in a

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
SUN-M ON-TUES t h e MARX BROS.
in M O N K E Y B U S IN E S S
Mischief and madness are the order of the day in this
hilarious, fast-paced comedy which finds the Marxes as
stowaways on an ocean liner (emerging from four barrels
marked 'Kippered Herring') who become entangled in a plot
involving feuding gangsters and bathtub gin! Each of them
toes to pass himself off as Maurice Chevalier, and they wind
up at a society party that exists to be destroyed! Groucho's.
parody of an interview with a star is part of this one. and
Harpo is featured in his fullest and most extended role. Also.
W. C. Fields as 'The Great McGonigle'performs his amazing
vaudeville juggling act in a clip from The Old Fashioned Way.

25^ LAce/nstfr rr grand!
> AT LASTING VOTERSHAVE
\ BEGUN TOREALIZEWHAT
\ \ I'VE KNOWNFORYEARSII THAT YOU'RESPECIAL! OH.

WAIT'LL l
WEU.TRTTO
TELLTMELADS BEHOMEBY
DOmATTHE FOUR, DEAREST!
AUDUBONSO- tYEmTWTHE
CTETYTODAY! PRINTMEDIAOYBL

DICK, I WANT MY
JUSTINE CAMPAIGN COVERAGE
PRINTMEDIA? V BE DIGNIFIED1IM
NO TELE- GOtNGTVURGE THE
VISION ? PRESS TO WRITE

DICK..

BUT. LACEY!
SWEETEST!
NOONEUAHS
WITHOUT
TELEVISION!

DICK, IW0H7
HAVE THOSE
VACUOUS0AR1TONESTRACKING
UPMY HOUSE!
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Co Istrip p ollution control cost-projections
too low, Health D epartm ent official says
HELENA (AP)—Cost estimates for
upgrading air pollution controls on
Colstrip Units 3 and 4 to make the
plants comply with stricter federal
standards are too low, a spokesman
for the Montana Department of
Health and Environmental Sciences
said yesterday.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPAJ has ruled that the two
coal-fired generating plants must
conform to new federal Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) air
quality standards.
Michael Roach, chief of the state's
Air Quality Bureau, said the EPA has
estimated the cost of compliance at
$11 million.
"In my estimate that's low,” he
said. “ I'm sure the cost would be in
the tens of millions of dollars."
Construction on the proposed
plants cannot begin without a permit
from EPA, and the EPA says the
permit can be issued only if the
plants are redesigned to meet the
new federal standards.
The utility companies involved in
the construction of the plants had
claimed that Units 3 and 4 were not
subject to the new standards, saying
planning and other work on the pro
ject had begun before the standards
went into effect on June 1,1975. The
EPA rejected that contention.
j
Roach said he predicts the utility
companies will sue EPA.
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OPEN 7:15 P.M.
Shows at 7:30 and 9:30
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than Class 2, but not exceeding the
national standard.
The Northern Cheyenne Indians,
whose reservation is just south of
Colstrip, have asked the EPA to
upgrade the reservation's air quality
classification from Class 2 to Class 1.
Roach said that presently the
whole United States is considered to
have Class 2 air quality.
If the reservation is redesignated,
the power plants will not be able to
get a construction permit from EPA
without meeting the Class 1 stan
dards, Roach said.
Units Will Comply
Roach said all four units will meet
federal standards under the Class 2

classification, but if the EPA decided
to reclassify the area Class 1, then
the plants "run into problems."
However, the EPA regional office
in Denver suggested the entire com
plex could be upgraded to meet even
the Class 1 standards.
Cab Baldwin, an attorney with the
enforcement division of the EPA
Denver office, said that according to
"preliminary calculations" if the
utilities building the Colstrip plants
upgraded the efficiency of the
pollution controls from the current
level of 65 per cent to 90 per cent,
then there would be “ no increase in
emissions of sulphur-dioxide with all
four units operating, over what now
comes out of just 1 and 2 !’

----- news briefs----By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Woodahl contempt case advances
The attorney bringing a contempt of court charge against Atty. Gen Robert
Woodahl says Woodahl has no grounds fo r claiming that free speech
guarantees cover statements which gave rise to the charge. Attorney Charles
Angel, appointed by the Montana Supreme Court to bring the charge, told the
court in a brief filed yesterday that free speech is limited in unusual
circumstances. He said th jj is one of those circumstances.

Mucleafconference next monWi

The ruling could also mean that
the entire billion-dollar complex in
cluding Colstrip Units 1 and 2 will
have to upgrade controls of its
sulphur dioxide emissions to meet
the most stringent class of PSD stan
dards, the class for pristine areas.

Fourteen nations, including Communist countries, will meet in London
next month to consider proposals by President Ford designed to check the
spread of nuclear weapons, diplomats said yesterday. At the center of Ford's
proposal is a project to set up a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in Barnwell,
S.C., as an international center that can be a model o f safety and safeguards
against cheating. Sources said the cost of the project could run up to $500
million. The 14-nation talks in London are between countries that sell nuclear
power plants or equipment.

Three Quality Classes
Under the PSD standards, three
classes of air quality have been es
tablished. Class 1 designates a pris
tine area with a very low level of air
pollution. Class 2 provides for some
measure of air pollution, but the level
must be kept below the allowable
n a tio n a l s ta n d a rd . C la ss 3
designates a higher level of pollution

An elderly Great Falls woman was found dead Wednesday, one day after
getting her swine flu inoculation. However, Dr. Martin Skinner, director of the
Montana Preventive Health Services Bureau, said there was "no connection"
between her death and the inoculation. The woman had a long history of heart
disease but no cause of death has been determined, Skinner said. He also an
nounced two Deer Lodge women suffered nonfatal heart attacks after being
inoculated Wednesday..Both women were in serious condition yesterday, he
said.

Montanan dead after flu shot
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UM archivist wants cool, dry storage for records
By DAN STUCKMAN
Montane Kaimln Contributing Reporter

Archives might bring mental
images of dusty attics or cellars, but
Dale Johnson, University of Montana
archivist, hopes for a clean, cool and
properly dry environment for the
treasures in his charge.

Rosell defends
attorney general
R e p u b lic a n c a n d id a te fo r
lieutenant governor Antoinette
Rosell defended her running-mate,
Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl, Friday
against a recent cita tio n for
contempt of court.
The contempt charge was levied
against Woodahl by the Montana
Supreme Court after he made
p u b lic s ta te m e n ts on c o u rt
proceedings in the workmen’s
compensation case.
"H e cannot speak o u t on
workmen’s compensation," Rosell,
state senator from Yellowstone
county, said. “Yet he is a public
official and has that responsibility.”
“The court is an interesting
situation," she said. "You are only
heard when they want to hear you.”
“As I go around the state,” she
added, ” 1find that people are not as
critical of the attorney general as
they are of the courts.”
She said that Woodahl has not
been “ influenced by anything but
his own conscience.”
She m e n tio n e d W o o d a h l's
conscience again when responding
to charges against him made by
Rep. Dan Kemmis, D-Missoula,
several weeks earlier. Rosell said
that Woodahl was not directed by
“big business” in his decision to
rew ord the n uclear fa c ilitie s
initiative.
K e m m is c h a rg e d th a t the
rewording gives the impression that
nuclear power plants would be
banned in Montana unless the
plants meet stringent require
ments. The initial wording would
have left the decision to build
nuclear facilities' to the state
legislature. Kemmis said he felt
Montanans would vote for the initial
proposal but against a ban. He
added that Woodahl had been
influenced by big business in his
decision to reword.
Rosell said she was in favor of
nuclear power plants as long as
they met strict safeguards and
environmental standards.
On other environmental issues,
Rosell stated she favored building
C o ls trip u n its 3 and 4 and
developing coal mines in eastern
Montana “as long as it is done in an
orderly manner."
She responded to other issues by
saying:
• the commissioner of higher
education should coordinate the
university system, not direct it. “The
presidents of the universities should
run them,” she added.
• gambling will bring "undesir
able elements" into the state which
cause crime.
• she was in favor of the death
penalty in some capital crimes.

KUFM broadcasts
debate live tonight
The vice-presidential debates will
be broadcast live on KUFM
tonight.
The debate between Republican
Set). Robert Dole, and Democrat
Sen. Walter Mondale, will begin at
7:30 p.m.
That debate is to cover the entire
range of campaign issues.
Following the debate, KUFM will
broadcast “The Voters Debate," a
one-hour program during which
listeners with varying political views
will be invited to telephone the
National Public Radio. The network
will then call back and put that
listener. on the air with another
listener holding a different position.
KUFM will announce the telephone
number to call during the program.
KUFM broadcasts at 89.1 on the
FM radio band.

Johnson's archives are clean
enough, but neither cool nor dry dur
ing summer months. Several months
ago the temperature reached 93° F.
on the fifth floor of the UM Library
where the archives are kept.
The windows on the fifth floor
don't open, and insulation and air
conditioning haven’t been installed.
Johnson considers controlled
temperature and humidity vital to
preserving the papers there.
Some Papers Discarded
S om e o ld
p a p e rs have
deteriorated, crumbled, and were
discarded as unusable because of
effects of chemical change in their
composition, he said. Heat and
humidity hastened the process.
Johnson became the first UM
archivist in 1968.
Others working on the unfinished
floor with Johnson are Michael
D o u g la ss, s tu d e n t a s sista n t
archivist, and Claire Rhein, student
volunteer. Senator Mike Mansfield
also employs Sheila Downey, UM
freshman, to care for his collection of
papers in the archives.
Douglass said that the archives
contain about 65 major and 150
minor collections of correspondence
and records. A “ major" collection is
either a large one, or authored by a
person of historical importance.
The latest inventory list was
published in 1973, “ Guide to Manus
cripts in Montana Repositories.”

10% Discount To
U of M Students
with I.D.
“Try our Gum mi Cola Bottles"

sitive to heat and humidity than
manuscripts.
State Senator Margaret Warden of
Great Falls said in a telephone
interview that she yvill propose a
program before the State Historical
Board today to allow a separate
budget for improving protection to
state archivistic materials.
Warden has drafted a bill allowing
each unit of the university system to
make a budget for archives for the
next two years. Supplies required to
process archivistic documents for
use would be purchased centrally by
the State Historical Society Library
in Helena and distributed to each
unit.

Collections here include papers of
Mansfield; Joseph M. Dixon, former
Montana governor and campaign
manager of President Theodore
Roosevelt's Bull Mobse party: James
W. Gerard, U.S. ambassador to
Germany, 1913-1917; and U.S.
Senator James E. Murray.
Available to Everyone
Johnson said the materials are
available to everyone, but may not be
removed from the archives. The
archives are open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. during the week.
"We normally get three or four
visitors per day,” said Johnson.
No elevator service exists for the
library fifth floor. There is a doorway
access to the stairs between the
elevators on the main floor.
Johnson also has a collection of
"oddities” in the archives. One is the
Whicher collection of poems and
letters of the British poet, Thomas
Carlyle, in his own handwriting. The
oldest item, to Johnson's knowledge,
is a European will, dated 1382.
Photographs are stored in the only
air conditioned area that Johnson
has to use on the main floor of the
library. Photographs are more sen-

Warden said that she visited all of
the State’s archives, and found them
to be in "dreadful need of help.”
A . co lle cto r of old historic
documents, Warden found that
libraries and archives compete for
the same dollars.
"Archives are the forgotten child of
the campus," she said.
Warden expressed hope that
archivists, librarians and interested
people would testify before hearings
on funding in Helena from January to
April of next year.
Other archives in Montana are
located at MSU, and the State His
torical Society Library in Helena.

Do you want to
know where the
action is?
Call Cindy at Studio I
728-9814

Starring Alan Marlow who also starred as
Pamela Mann’s Husband in the movie
“ THE PRIVATE AFTERNOONS OF
PAMELA MANN.”
It is a story about a High School Student
and his erotic adventures.
It’s a XXX-rated "American Graffitti"!
His girl friend was a cheerleader and she
gave the team everything she had!
PLUS — “LUCKY SWINGER”
265 West Front St. Late Show Fri. & Sat.
Ph. 728-9814 or 543-5981 for info.
Cont. Shows 10 A.M.-12 P.M.
($1.00 off Reg. Price For Students with
Valid I.D.)

IO8V2 W. Main
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FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY ONLY!
m m iih k I I
EVERY MAN FORHIMSELF
ANDGOOAGAINSTALL
(The Mystery of Kaspar Hauser)

“School Girl” Shows First
Only $1.50 Per Person
New Car-Radio Sound!

Any man
Anywhere ^ ^ A n y time
IN LOVE
THERE IS
ONLY ONE
M ASTER..
(the woman)

MONTANA PREMIERE!

TEmpTflTion/

WED—SAT—OCT. 13-16

■ with LAURA ANJONELLI
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SHOWS at 7:00 & 9:15 P.M.

Drlve-ln
Hwy. 10 West
5 Miles West of Airport

Teen Leee.. .with Nettling Hicicle

FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT: “Herzog Is the
most important living director.”
FRANCIS FORO COPPOLA called it the
best film he'd seen in years and
guaranteed the cost of its distribution In
America.
IVAN PASSER: “ I’m a film maker and know
how films are made. But I don't know how
Herzog could have made Kaspar Hauser
and that's the highest praise I can give it.”
RICHARD EDER, in The New York Times:
Throughout Everyman for Himself there
are moments when we drift a bit outside of
ourselves, in a kind of detached
gratefulness that the person occupying
our seat is being given so much. (It Is)... a
superb movie treated in stunning human
and dramatic terms. There is more than
acting; there is a total, magical Immersion
of Bruno in the man who arrives in the
world as a stranger, takes it In, tries to
grasp it, judges it and is removed from it.”
ANAIS NIN: “ My trip to Cannes was made
worthwhile only by my having seen Kaspar
Hauser. The story of Kaspar is more
fascinatng than the story of Jesus Christ.”
JACK KROLL, in Newsweek: “The New
York Film Festival's Best Film."
Orand Jury Prize at Cannes.
International Film Critics Award.
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classified ads
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. Phone 542-2024. 006-12

1. LOST AND FOUND

2. PERSONALS

LOST: 1 North-Face down vest in L.A.337. Wed.,
Oct. 13. If found please call 243-2447. Or leave at
Knowles Hall desk
012-1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. DEE! — G.

012-1

7. SERVICES

PIU!

012-1

DANCE — ELENITA BROWN. Ballet, character,
modern. Spanish, primitive, and jazz. 728-4255
after 6 p.m.
006-15

LOST: WHITE "Little Bandito" RAQUETBALL
RAQUET in Rec. Annex over the weekend. If you
know where it is, please call Cleve, 543-3764.
011*4
FOUND: BOOKSTORE bag full of art supplies in
front of W.C. Michelle — 243-2558.
011-4
LOST: LONG haired calico cat wearing green collar.
Call 543-6244 _______________
011-4
BIKE STOLEN 10 sp. from west entrance to L.A.
bldg at 10 a.m. Thursday. Call 728-2473. NO
QUESTIONS ASKED. It’s my only transportation
to Frenchtownl
010-4
FOUND: PAIR of gold wire rim, prescription glasses
on the oval. Wed.. Oct. 6th in the evening (about
7:00 p.m.). Call 243-5047 or identify and claim at
340 Craig.
. ____________ 010-3
FOUND: GLASSES In yellow case, in parking lot on
Beckwith & Madeline. Pick up at UC Info. Desk.
010-3

INTERESTED IN joining a car pool? For information
contact the Student Action Center, 243-2451.
010-4
MEMO to CAMPUS WELCOME Coupon Holders.
Why not use them?
010-3

I. TYPING
MANUSCRIPT TYPING: Prefer thesis/diss. 7287808/543-5872.
011-2
ACCURATE. EXPERIENCED, terms — thesis. 5436835.
005-12

4. HELP WANTED
ASUM DAY-care has openings for non-work/study
teacher assistants. Apply 750 Eddy Ave.
012-3
CIRCULATION MANAGER needed. Must be free 811 a.m., Tues.-Fri. Also must have vehicle to haul
large quantities of papers. $7 per issue. Apply at
Kaimin Office, J-206A.
011 -2

9. TRANSPORTATION
A RIDE o r riders needed to Spokane. Leaving Sat.
Morning. Will share gas. Carol 549-5685.
011-2
RIDE TO Great Falls needed Thurs. or Frl. 721-1132.
010-3
RIDE NEEDED: GOOD pay. Monday to Friday. 8 to
5. Merily, 243-4912. Vicinity of 23rd & 43rd Streets
to & from U.
009-4

FINE ARTS EDITOR needed for the Montana KahnIn
— Must have some Journalism experience and
knowledge of Fine Arts events. Apply by 10/15 In
J-206.
011-2

11. FOR SALE

STUDENT WANTED to help retarded boy three hr*.
a week! Call 543-6412.
011-2

HUGE GREY metal bookcase. $50.00. Call 273-6195
after 5:00.
012-1

STOLEN BIKE: $75 REWARD leading to recovery of
blue/white Carlton. Call: 549-3690 (stolen
Thursday Oct. 7, behind L.A. bldg.)
010-4

TUTORS NEEDED in all fields. Pay is $3/hour and
up. Inquire at A.S.U.M. offices or call 243-2451.
010-3

LOST: OUR PUPPY. Poodle-Terrier mixed. Very
furry — white with black spots. Very Small.
Answers to Patty. Reward! 542-2278.
010-4

MISSOULA DISTRICT Youth Guidance Home
accepting applications for part-time, live-in, relief,
group home parent. $200/mo. plus room and
board. Send resume to Box 2988, Missoula,
Montana 59001, by Oct. 22nd.
010-5

DIXIE JUG Blowers, Hawaiian Hot Shots, Cajun
Fiddlin', Ragtime Guitar) Tut Taylor, Vassar
Clements, Clifton Chenier, Lightenin' Hopkinsl R.
Crumb (Zap Comics) and his Cheap Suit
Serenaders! VERY cheap at UNDERGROUND
MUSIC “ under the Chimney ComerT
012-1

LOST: WHITE-gold wedding band In rest room of
Music building on first floor, Thurs., Oct. 8. Give to
Lost & Found at U.C. or return to Barbara at N.
Corbin Rm. 338._____________________ 010-3
FOUND: PHILLIP CLOUSE your car title found
outside Knowles Hall. Ask at desk.
010-4
FOUND: NECKLACE with turquoise & silver bird.
Pick up at Women's Center 109.
009-4

VOLINKATY FOR District Judge campaign needs
v o lu n te e rs . 728-1994. P aid P o litic a l
Advertisement by Marlene Boxleitner, Treasurer,
1012 W. Pine, No. 631, Missoula. MT.
009-4
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY) Work at
home — no experience necessary — excellent
pay. Write American Service, 6950 Wayzata Blvd.,
Suite 132. Minneapolis, Mn. 55426
004-21

FOUND: BLACK & gray, young female dog. Medium
sized. Found in U area. 828 E. Beckwith, upstairs
or 549-6815 after Friday.
009-4

S. WORK WANTED

LOST: 17-jewel gold Elgin wristwatch. Reward. Call
728-2493.
009-4

WILL SEW. mend, make alterations at reasonable
price. 728-8648 after 4:30 p.m.
010-3

Garbage
government
(CPS) — Students at Syracuse
University have elected a garbage
disposer to their student assembly.
The disposer, called Hector
Eastein, received 23 votes and
finished 11th in the balloting for 15
assembly seats after collecting the
required number of signatures for his
nomination. Incumbent student
assembly officials didn't get the joke,
however, and promptly nixed Eastein
and named a replacement of the
human persuasion.
A spokesman for Hector’s political
sponsor, the Zeta Psi fraternity, said
Hector could probably not have
attended Monday night assembly
meetings anyway because he’s
usually busy chomping the house's
trash.
SALE
FRI-THRU-SUN. after 11 a.m.
Tools, Snowtlres, Guns-Ammo, Fishing,
Camping. Bicycles, Aquarium Supplies,
Pressure Canner, Stereo, Books and Research
Material for Poll. Scl-Govt. Philosophy, Book
cases, Clothes, Pottery, Ski Equipment, Etc.
UP BLACKFOOTO MILES PAST BONNER.
—WATCH FOR SIGNS—
EVERYTHING MUST GOtl

WYATT’S JEWELRY
Diamonds. Watch Repairinq

3 to s
Day Service
Work Guaranteed
Watches, Jewelry,
Diamonds, Gifts '

10% Discount
on all Merchandise in Stock.
(Timex Watches Excepted).

The Wind
and The Lion

GARAGE SALE. Saturday Oct. 16th All-day.
Clothes, Household items, etc. 1403 S. 6th West
011-2

__________ ___

HAVE ROOM for one student in my home. Call after
7.542-2012.
010-3
2 a MISCELLANEOUS _____________________

SMALL WOOD cook stove. $125. About 600 comic
books. $125. Will not separate. 549-2247. 010-3

NEW STUDENTS: Your FRESHMAN RECORD may
be picked up at the SAE House, 1120 Gerald. 5433692.
011-6

75 LA GRANDE SUPER BEETLE. Radial tires.
Excellent condition. Call: 243-5275 after 6 p.m.
010-8

40” RANGE $80. 543-4355._______________ 009-4

KITTENS to GIVE AWAY to GOOD HOMES. 7 wks.
Old. Call 543-4165.
012-4

GOOD DEAL! Hundreds of used albums 6 tapes.
Fully guaranteed. Largest stock in Western
Montana. The Memory Banke 140 E. Broadway
Downtown.
006-6

THE MARSHALL ROSE BAND has open dates for
November and December with on-campus
discounts for your club o r organization. For rock
and roll at Its best call 543-7313 or 728-5523.
0 1 2 -1

LADIES WARM-UP pants, size M, never worn,
excellent quality. 728-7623.
006-6

APPLICATIONS FOR Publication Board now being
accepted. Regular/Ex-Officio positions available.
Apply ASUM offices. Deadli e Oct. 16.
006-12

13. BICYCLE8

PHILS 2nd HAND STORE; buy and sell. Have 5,000
paperback books, dishes, knick knacks, pots &
pans, furniture. 1920 S. Ave. 728-7822.
006-7

AZUKI21" 10-speed. Excellent condition. Call 7287623.
006-8

Genuine Asian Jade
Heart suspended
on a goldtone chain.

CANT find UNDERGROUND MUSIC? Easy! It's on
the alley at the north end of the Chimney Comer,
1025 Arthur.
012-1
MUSTANG II Mach I — Excellent Condition many
extras. Phone 549-8917.
011-6
FABIANO, Mountaineering boots, size 12M. $70
new, wore 4 times, Must sell, $50. WesCo calks,
$45. 728-4878 evenings.
011 -3

LEE MAR ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 20785

nurse; Diane Sands, UM graduate
student, and Lynn Smith, printer.
Fall Brown Bag Discussions, to be
held at noon Tuesdays under the
sponsorship of the WRC, will treat
topics such as the changing roles of
women in work and legal status and
the relations between women and
men.

IN CONCERT

Billing*. MT 59102

WiilioAlan Ramsey
in concert with guitarist

with special guests

Robbie Basho
Oct. 24, 25
8 p.m.
U.C. Ballroom
—free to students—

sih&r

.

Thurs. Oct. 21st 8:00 p.m.
Harry Adams Fieldhouse, Missoula
An ASUM Program Counsil Presentation

Son of Chimney Corner
Coffee House

Produced by M a rtin W o lff
T icke ts on sale Sept. 28th at the U n iv e rs ity C enter Bookstore, E li's Records
& Tapes, and M e rc a n tile Record Shop; In K a lis p e li a t Sunshine Records & Tapes.

Open 7:30 a.m. M-F. Serving all
kinds of coffee, cakes, hot & cold
cereal for breakfast. We make
vegetarian soups, turkey, ham,
and avocado sandwiches, salads,
bagels, and other goodies for
lunch. Our Supper Specials cost
$2.00, served from 5-8. Nice
atmosphere and, best of all, it’s
right across from campus.

l a a g l n iU v e a n d te llin g ly
d e ta ile d .
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9 p.m.
U.C. Ballroom

17. FOR RENT

Women’s discussions
The first in a series of fall quarter
“ Brown Bag Discussions" will be
held at noon Tuesday in the
Women’s Resource Center (WRC) in
the University Center.
The topic of Tuesday's discussion
will be “Changing Work Roles.”
Speakers will include Tracy Bier,
YMCA counselor; Ann McClay,

__________________

CARPETED MEETING hall needed fo r25-50 people.
To meet 8-10. M-F. Call Guy. 728-3164 after 8 p.m.
or leave message.
010-3

1963 VOLKSWAGON Van — Rebuilt 60 hp. motor.
Needs body work. 1960 Volkswagon — good
condition, but has no motor. Will sell both for
$425.00. Interested? Call 728-5453.______ 010-3

NOW FEATURED at the Warehouse Gallery ceramic
silk screens and fresh pottery by Hal Mathew. 725
W. Alder.
012-2

d ir e e e d

Oct. 16, 17

18. WANTED TO RENT

POTTERY YARD SALE. End of Season Sale.
Imported, beautifully handcrafted pottery. All
items reduced. Prices from $1.50-$12.00. Mon Sun 11-6. 2nd 4 Russell
___________ 010-3

WONDERFUL SANDWICHES, heavenly soup,
exotic deli selection at the West Alder D>eli In the
Warehouse. 725 W. Alder.
012-16

A

Saturday & Sunday

SALE! Super Touring Bike!
10-speed 21” Mirella. Campagnolo and Zeus
equipped. $300. Jeff. 728-7966.
012-3

NEW Panasonic Portable Cassette Recorder-never
used. ♦ 3 blank tapes. $37. 543-6466.
011-4

s a T l M

th e g ra n d e u r a n d

Bitterroot

Underground Music
RECORDS — Current
Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz.

sw eep cf

th o s e g r e a t o ld s tu d io c o s tu m e
e p ic s M e d w ith s p e c c a c ls
se n tim e n t a n d n rc rfis p U y
—

H

a l l l a a i m

List $6.98
OUR PRICE

u

M d a n ia te .- e s tm g f rc a H

20% Discount on
All Musical Instruments,
Strings, Books &
Accessories

$4.50

N o o n ’til 9 P .M .
Across From Jesse Hall

1025 ARTHUR

short takes-

sports

Volieyball club
The University of Montana men’s Volleyball Club will travel to
Bellevue, Wash, this weekend to compete in their first tournament of
the season.
The team is developing well under the coaching of Jodi Leslie and,
despite tough West Coast competition, is expected to do well.
The UM club will host a tournament in Missoula next weekend.

Male gymnasts
There will be an organizational meeting of the University of Mon
tana Gymnastics Club Thursday, Oct. 21 at 6:00 p.m. in the gymnas
tics gym of the Recreation Annex. Ail interested, experienced
gymnasts are asked to attend.
Workouts will begin Monday, Oct. 25. The club's first meet will be
held on Dec. 4 in Denver, Colo.

Rodeo club
Two members of the University of Montana Rodeo Club traveled
to Powell, Wyo. for Big Sky Region Rodeo last weekend.
Kim Zupan made it into the bareback finals with a second place
finish on his first ride, and a split for fourth place on his second ride.
Zupan finished fourth in the overall bareback standings.
Kelly Lloyd also made it into the bareback finals with a score of 48.
Seven schools including UM competed in the rodeo, which was
the last of the season.
Collegiate competition will start again next spring, but most
schools are already preparing for next year’s competition.
Anyone interested in joining the UM rodeo club should contact
the president, Paul Hampton, at 243-5079. Meetings are held every
Tuesday night, and anyone that is interested in helping or compet
ing is urged to attend.

Rugby club
The University of Montana Rugby Club will travel to Orofino,
Idaho this weekend. The team will play the Blue Mountain R.F.C.
and the Washington State University R.F.C. tomorrow before return
ing home.
The UM ruggers are undefeated in their last two matches after a 00 tie with Gonzaga and a 6-0 win over the Spokane Rugby Club last
weekend.

VETERANS

UM harriers face WSU
The University of Montana cross
country squad will face stiff
competition tomorrow when they
face the Washington State University
Cougars in a dual meet on home
territory.

Volleyball team
heads for MSU
The U niversity of Montana
women's volleyball team travels to
Bozeman this weekend. The team
will meet Montana State University at
noon Saturday. They will also play
the Billings YWCA at 3:00 p.m.
The UM team will go into action
with a 1 and 5 season record after
dropping two games last weekend in
the M ontana-ldaho Volleyball
Tournament.
MSU took first place honors in the
tournament, with the University of
Idaho taking second. Taking third,
UM had only one win: a 15-8, 15-13
defeat of the Flathead Valley Com
munity College team.

MARIE’S ART-eries
•
•
•
•
1639 South Ave. W.

Gallery
Art Supplies
Frames
Matting
542-0046

Football game
The University of Montana
football team will be in Boise,
Idaho tomorrow to battle the
Boise State University Bron
cos.
The Broncos are 0 and 2 in
conference and have a 2-2-1
overall record for the season.
The UM Grizzlies are 1 and 1 in
conference, with a 1 and 3
season record.
The game will be broadcast
tomorrow at 8:15 on KYLT, AM
1340.

UM basketball practice starts
The University of Montana basket
ball team starts pre-season practice
today under new head coach, Jim
Brandenburg.
This year's team will have seven
returning lettermen, including AllBig Sky Conference first team selec

tion Michael Ray (Sugar Ray)
Richardson, and seniors Ben
DeMers and Mike J. Richardson.
B ra n d e n b u rg , who replaced
Jud Heathcote, will be assisted in the
coaching duties by Assistant Coach
Mike Montgomery.

N EED A JO B?
RNs/LPNs
Dinner Cooks
Baby-sitters
Housekeepers
Stock Clerk (AutoPart-time)
Playground Monitor
(8 hrs. per week)

SBMCEi

S o A

Holly Hoagland, a junior majoring in Microbiology, discusses
her military science elective course that qualifies her to receive
$2500 subsistence pay in the next two years.

The WSU team is one of two teams
favored to win the NCAA cham
pionships this year.
Last week the UM harriers placed
third in the University of Idaho In
vitational in Moscow. The team was
led by Dean Erhard who placed third.
He followed WSU's Kenyan runner
Joshua Kimeto, who clipped
20 seconds off the course record
with a 19:35 clocking and Kenyan
Samson Kimomba, timed at 20:12.
Erhard clocked in at 20:28.
Other UM runners were Drake
Dornfeld placing ninth, Dean
Behrman 10th, Bob Bolan 17th, Rob
Reeseman 18th, Scott Browning was
23rd and Brian Cooper 27th.

°% S

Why fret about hiring problems in your
business? Let the Missoula Office of the
Montana State Employment Service do it
fo r you. More and more employers are
taking advantage of this service. No fee
charged. Hire the vet.

M O N T A N A S TA TE
E M P L O Y M E N T S E R V IC E
539 S. Third W.

ADD AN ELECTIVE COURSE BEFORE OCTOBER 18TH THAT
CAN ENHANCE YOUR FUTURE IN ANY MAJOR FIELD
For Eligibility and Information, Please Contact:
Major Bill Holton
Rm. 102, Men’s Gym Bldg.
243-2681 or 243-4191

Phone 728-7060

O G G ’s has a
full line of
Dunham
Hiking Boots
For Men & W omen
Waffle Stompers
Hiking Boots
Rock Boots

HANG
GLIDING

*6995

THE ONLY REAL FLYING
THE HANGAR 542-2725
ULTRALIGHT FLYING EQUIPMENT
RT 2, MULLAN RD, MISSOULA MT.
YOU’VE SEEN US FLY AT THE GRIZZLY GAMES
NOW LEARN HOW TO FLY WITH US. ’
BASIC LESSONS — *35°°
GLIDERS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK.

Mastercharge
BankAmericard
OGG’s Charge

223 N. Higgins

open
Mon. & Fri.
’til 9

The Story of O; a cowboy’s dream come blue
The Story of O
Now ploying at Vm Roxy Thootor

By GEORGE EVERETT
Montana KaimIn Rovtawar

"Have you been whipped lately?"
0 is asked as she chit-chats with
another woman. Although she has
already been whipped for ap
proximately two hours of the film,
she seemingly has forgotten when
she last had a good beating. Her
memory is quickly refreshed when
she is strapped to a pole and flogged
mercilessly until she is nearly writh
ing in ecstacy.
The Story o f O, to paraphrase
Clayton Hansen Jones, is a cowboy’s
perfect blue dream. It’s the type of
fantasy Slim Pickens might have
after being on a round-up for weeks
without seeing a woman and imagin
ing what he will do to those French

can-can dancers when he gets back
in town.
0 is the completely submissive
woman who allows herself to be
violated and degraded by strangers
because she feels that she owes it to
her lover Rene. Rene possesses her,
she rationalizes, so if Rene permits
her to be abused then it's as if Rene
did it himself, and therefore, it’s just
fine by her.
1 can see that cowboy now as he
tosses in his sleep; he dreams of how
Rene gives his lover to his halfbrother Sir Stephen, a middle-aged
pervert who is even more brutal to O.
Of course, O falls in love with Sir
Stephen, who then makes certain ex
tra demands above and beyond the
call of duty. Ever obedient, O com
plies and two-thirds through the fan
tasy the snuffies are ready and rarin'
to go.
After one of her labia is pierced
and decorated with a ring, Sir
Stephen's initials are placed on her

back, Montana style, with a red-hot
branding iron. O yelps a lot, but
what’s a little branding iron after two
hours of flogging?
John Waters, of Pink Flamingoes
fame, makes "pornographic" movies
for a living. One of his most popular
films deals witha man who is madly in
love with a woman he cannot bear to
touch. Therefore, whenever they
make love he places a row of plucked
chickens between them. Meanwhile,
his mother is walking around
Baltimore with a sirloin steak
between her legs, frying to retain her
title as the grossest thing in the world
against the challenge of a man and
wife who kidnap young females and
impregnate them to sell the babies to
lesbian couples.
On the side, just for fun, the hus
band dyes his hair blue and ties
knockwurst to his organ for max
imum effect when he exposes
himself to young girls at a local
Catholic school.

The point is, if a movie is going to
be ridiculous it should admit that to
its audience instead of protecting
itself behind the armor of Art.
The idea of a totally submissive
woman is like the idea of a totally
submissive sheep or cow. Add to it
the S&M trappings of chains and
whips and if is not only boring: it’s
repulsive.
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For those wishing to have their
collective fantasies manufactured
for them on the screen, here it is in
lush, sensual color, the panoramic
projection of all your prurient
dreams. Want to see whips, chains
and macho S&Ms dressed in elegant
costumes in a kinky French chalet?
Then come on down to the Roxy
and view the experience of the
cowboy's perfect blue dream.

m u s
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Across From Sentinel
High School

previews
The danceMontane Concert
Serial continues today and
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the
University Theater. Admission is free
for UM students and $2.50 for the
general public.
The movie The Wind and the Lion
will be shown in the UC Ballroom at
9 p.m. on Oct. 16-17. Admission is
75 cents.
The Saint Paul Chamber Orches
tra will perform in the University
Theater on Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. The
25-member orchestra, under the
direction of Dennis Russell Davies, is
the only full-time professional
chamber orchestra in the United
States.
The concert will feature Peter
Howard, cellist, as soloist perform
ing Hayden’s Concerto in C. Major.
Other works included on ' the
program are “ Prelude to a Hymn
Tune by William Billings,” by Otto
Luening; “ Dolmen—an Elogy," by
Ben Weber, and Symphony No. 40 in
G minor, K. 550, by Mozart.
Tickets may be purchased today
and tomorrow at Global Travel Box
Office in the Western Bank and at the
Missoula Mercantile record shop.
Tickets are $3 for students and $6 for
adults.

Oct. 29. Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays.
The movie Bonnie and Clyde will
be shown in the UC Ballroom at
9 p.m. on Oct. 19. Admission is free.
Joseph Mussulman, UM music
professor and president of the
Friends of the Rattlesnake, will
present slides of the local wilderness
area on Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. in the UC
Lounge.
The Dooble Brothers and Silver
will perform in concert on Oct. 21 at 8
p.m. in the Harry Adams Fieldhouse.
Tickets, can be purchased at the
University Center Bookstore, Eli’s
Records and Tapes and the Mercan
tile record shop.
A Bicentennial All-State Music
Festival will be held on Oct. 21-22 in
the U niversity Theater. The
University Band, Orchestra and
Choir will present a host night
concert at 8 p.m. on Oct. 21 in the
Theater. Admission is free.
The All-State Orchestra, Band and

Choir will perform at 7:30 p.m. on
Oct. 22 in the Theater. Admission is
$2 for adults and $1 for students.
Pulitzer Prize Winner Karel Husa,
composer and guest conductor of
leading symphony orchestras in the
U.S. and Europe, will conduct the
All-State Orchestra.
Maj. Allen Crowell Jr., the con
ductor for the U.S. Army Chorus and
associate conductor of the U.S.
Army Band, will direct the All-State
Chorus.
William Revelli, director emeritus
of the University of Michigan Band,
will direct the All-State Band.
The U.S. census of 1790 was
published in one 56-page volume
and cost about $44,000 or about one
cent per person. The 1970 census
was published in 15,000 separate
volumes totaling 200,000 pages at a
cost of over $247 million or about
$1.22 per person.
— The People's Almanac
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Eagle’s Lodge
The Rovers appear on national T.V.
every Wednesday, 8:30 p.m., Ch. 6

a slide show
on our local
wilderness,
the rattlesnakes,
in the uc lounge
at 8 p.m.
on wed.,
oct. 20
sponsored by
f.o.r. & s.a.c.
public invited

The exhibit will continue through

U

October 26 & 27
8:00 p.m.

Tickets: $5.00
On sale at: Memory Banke • Eagle’s Lodge

An opening reception for the UM
Art Department faculty exhibition
will be held on Oct. 18 from 7-9 p.m.
in the Gallery of Visual Arts in Turner
Hall.

B

are a comin...
to Missoula.
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U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Umaue professional opportunities are available
lor those seniors and graduate students com
pleting work in:
Accounting

Economic*

Foreign Languages
(Near native fluency required)
History
‘ Journalism
Mathematics/Computer Science
Office Administration/Business Education
Physics
* Political Science
‘ GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
All assignments are in the Washington. D C.
area Some require foreign travel. U.S. citizen
ship is required. An Equal Opportunity EmRjg y fL Obtain your application from the
Placement Service, Room 148, the Lodge. The
application must be received In our office bv
October 19.1ST*. All qualified applicants will be
Interviewed at an early dale.

PO llSHfD-ALUM INUM VALVE C 0VIRS

CUSTOm SILKSCREEniflG N
w e p rin t a n y th in g "

‘

T-Shirts-Jerseys-Fashion Tops
O n e U Jeek S e r v ic e
Q u a n t i t y P r ic e s
109 Bridger Center Drive
Bozeman — 587-0760

■ MOTOR

■%

su p p ly co.

420 N. HIGGINS

543-7141

Judge promises ‘top priority’ college funding if reelected
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Funding higher education in Mon
tana will have “top priority" if Gov.
Thomas Judge is elected to another
term, Judge pledged Friday.
Judge made the remarks during an
impromptu interview following an
address to the Montana Public Em
ployes Association (MPEA) in the
University Center Ballroom.
“We are going to fund higher
education as a top priority in coming
years,” Judge said.
In response to a question concern
ing Com missioner Of Higher
Education Lawrence Pettit’s alleged
usurpation of power over the
university system, Judge said that
while he doesn’t “always agree" with
Pettit, he does think that Pettit and
the Board of Regents “are heading in
the right direction."
“The university system is going to
be stronger,” Judge said, "because
for the first time we have a qualified
staff” to handle university system
decision.
No Accountability, Review
Prior to the establishment of the
commissioner’s office in 1973, Judge
said, the Council of Presidents,
which is comprised of the presidents
of the six units of the university
system, held almost complete con
trol over higher education.
Upder that system, "we had
d u plication
o f courses and
programs,” Judge said. “There was
no accountability, no program
review."
Judge said the authors of the 1972
Montana constitution “ recognized
the need” for a central office to
coordinate the units of the university
system.
C oncerning the Republican
gubernatorial candidate, Atty. Gen.
Robert Woodahl’s reported promise
that he would “dismantle” the com
missioner's office if elected, Judge
said that what Woodahl “ doesn’t
understand is that the legislature as
signed major responsibilities to the
commissioner's office for control of
the university system."
Besides, Judge said, the Board of
Regents, not the governor, is res
ponsible for the hiring and firing of
‘ commissioners of higher education.
Budget Cut Problems
Furthermore, Judge said, “the
problems of the university today are
not with the commissioner’s office,
but because the legislature cut $6
million from my budget" for the 197576 biennium.
“ I tried to raise faculty salaries, but
LaFaver (Legislative Fiscal Analyst
John LaFaver) compared us with
some little college in Denver, so the
raises weren't approved" by the
legislature, he said.
The occasion for Judge’s
appearance on the UM campus was
an MPEA-sponsored "coffee hour,”
whitih was supposed to give MPEA
members an opportunity to meet in
formally with political candidates.
According to earlier press reports,
Woodahl was also supposed to be
there. But he did not come.

Some of those who did attend
included Antoinette Rosell, the
Republican candidate for lieutenant
governor and Woodahl's running
mate; Democrat Mike Greely and
Republican James Harrison, both
candidates for attorney general, and
several candidates for the Montana
legislature.
While waiting to be introduced
Judge answered some questions for
a reporter.
Judge Denies Reports
Judge said he did not tell two
reporters from the B illings Gazette
that his biggest mistake was in telling
the news media about his failure to
report $94,000 in contributions to his
1972 campaign.
"That was an absolute misquote,”
Judge said, adding that he didn’t
think the misquote was "calculated.”
"What I said,” Judge explained,
"was that my biggest mistake was in
n o t h ir in g a p r o fe s s io n a l
accountant" to examine those
finances.
Judge seemed surprised to learn
th a t an e d ito ria l in F rid a y ’s
Missoulian had pointedly refused to
endorse either candidate for the
governorship.
Judge Charges Republicans
Judge lashed the Republicans for
trying to institute “a tax structure that
would protect the giant corporations
at the expense of the working
family," for trying to “foist a sales tax

on us," and for having "slashed the
university budget and underfunded
education at all levels."
T h e R e p u b lic a n s , J u d g e
continued, who "would permit no
state minimum wage to be enacted
in to law. p re sid e d o ve r the
systematic degradation of state
institutions" such as the Warm
Springs State Hospital, and “made
public employes the scapegoat" for
their actions.
It was the Democrats, Judge said,
who tried, and in most cases, he said,
succeeded, in effecting change.
Defends State Growth
Judge also defended the recent
growth in state government, saying
the growth was necessary but was
not as great as Woodahl had claimed.
“A week ago,” Judge said, “ my
opponent said that had he been
governor he would have vetoed most
of the new programs created in state
government during the last several
years. He said that when someone
dies or quits, he would not fill that
position. This means that if the
president of this university quit, you
wouldn’t have a new president. If a
professor quit, then you wouldn’t
have that course.” Is that the kind of
state government, Judge asked, that
state employes want?
Then Judge stepped down to loud
applause from the crowd that had
grown to about 75 people.
Roselle was then introduced. She
began her speech by saying that

"Tom Judge is a hard act to fo llo w "
and that she had not come prepared
to make a speech. Rosell then
attacked the Democrats and the
Judge administration on several
issues.
there was "plenty of time," Rosell
said, for tax relief, but under the
Judge administration it wasn't done.
When Rosell made thfs remark.
Judge, who was getting a cup of
coffee from the refreshment table,
spoke to a reporter standing nearby.
“ Hunh! And she voted against my
tax relief initiative.”
Rosell continued lambasting the
Judge administration, particularly
on the estimated $50 million surplus
in the state's general fund. Rosell

implied that the surplus was caused
by over-taxation under the Judge
administration.
This prompted Judge to remark
that Woodahl and Rosell had
"misrepresented me on taxes, on
public em ploym ent, on state
government . . . that's integrity for
you."
The reference to integrity was
apparently in response to the
W oodahl and Rosell cam paign
slogan that says "This Year . . . A
Matter of Integrity."
Rosell finished her speech to polite
applause and the candidates
continued their mingling with the
crowd.

OPEN
Noon - 2:00 a.m.
231 W. Front
Friday and Saturday
Night
The VOICE OF

KEG HEADQUARTERS

LUKE THE DRIFTER

Plenty of Kegs in Stock
At All Times

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 5:00-7:00
Rainier Pitchers $1S5

Imported and Domestic Beer

W ORDENS
FALL SPECIALS

O pen D a ily 8 a.m. ’til M id n ig h t
Corner of Higgins & Spruce

C o u n try Q u e n c h e r

Phone 728-9824

WINE
B o o n e 's F a rm - Fifth

'

Lucky Lager

1

(N.R.'s) - Six Pack

JL
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4 Seasons - fifth

25

25

H appy H our
lk p rice
Cocktails & Bottle Beer

4:30 - 6:00

^Fairway Liquor
HHSSr

Liquor Store & Office Lounge
Fairway Shopping Center

the GOOD FOOD STORE
What's for Breakfast?
Peanut Butter Waffles
8 waffles.
1 waffle = approx 8 gr. ol
usable protein 19 % to
25 % of avg daily protein
need.
1 c. ww. flour
Vi c. milk powder
(1/3 c. instant)
'A t. salt
2 t. baking powder
2 eggs, beaten
% c. honey
'AX. vanilla
'A c. peanut butter
1Vi c. water
(or milk)
1.'stir together the flour, milk powder,
salt, & baking powder
2. in a separate bowl, beat the eggs,
honey, vanilla, & peanut butter. Then
mix in the water.
3. add the liquid mixture to the dry &
stir until ingredients are smooth
4. bake on a hot, oiled waffle iron,
see pg 62 "Recipes for a Sm. Planet"
.
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118 W. Main

728-5823
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93 Strip s

N A T IO N A L L Y K N O W N S P E E D
R E A D IN G C O U R S E T O BE
T A U G H T H E R E IN M IS S O U L A
M IS S O U L A -(S p e c .) U nited States
Reading Lab will offer a 4-week course in
speed reading to a limited number of
qualified people in the Missoula area.

This recently developed method of
instruction is the most innovative and
effective program available in the United
States.

Not only does this famous course
reduce your time in the classroom to just
one class per week for 4 short weeks, but
it also includes an advanced speed
reading course on cassette tape so that
you can continue to improve for the rest
of your life.

In a few months, some students are
reading 20-30 times faster, attaining
speeds that approach 6,000 words per
minute.
Our average graduate should read 7-10
times faster upon completion of the
courses with marked improvement in
comprehension and concentration.
For those who would like additional
information, a series of free, one-hour
o r ie n ta tio n le c tu r e s h ave b een
scheduled.
These free meetings will be held at the
following times and locations:

MONTANA POWER CO. 1903 RUSSELL
MISSOULA
If you are a student who w.ould like to
make A’s instead of B’s and C’s, or if you
are a business person who wants to stay
a b re a s t of to d a y 's e v e r-c h a n g in g
accelerating world, then this course is an
absolute necessity.

Fri. Oct. 15 at 6:30 p.m. or 8:30 p.m.
Sat. Oct. 16 at 10:30 a.m. or 1:30 p.m.
Mon. Oct. 18 at 6:30 p.m. or 8:30 p.m.
Tue. Oct. 19 at 6:30 p.m. or 8:30 p.m.

Bo-Legs is..
6 YEARS OLD
FREE BIRTHDAY CAKE FRI. & SAT.
we’re celebrating with some super buys

CB m em ber form s G rizzly
‘bear backers’ booster c lu b
early to get a good seat.” Alexander
declared.
But if you show up late, you're on
your own. At game time, any seats
not claimed by Bear Backers w ill be
open to the public.
Bear Backers will not make much
money, Alexander said, adding that
no club money will go to the Athletic
Department.
In this respect. Bear Backers differ
from the Century Club. That booster
group, composed mainly of alumni
and off-campus businessmen, has
contributed increasingly larger sums
to the financially-pressed athletic
program in recent years.
But Bear Backer money will, at
most, be used to “ bail out" other
sports-related groups in times of
financial need. Those groups, he
said, might include the Sugar Bears
or the UM cheerleaders.
Money for those groups might be
found through various fund-raising
activities, Alexander said.
Alexander said the Bear Backers
may also represent students who
favor athletics before Central Board
at budgeting time. Alexander was
among the board members who last
spring unsuccessfully supported a
plan to allocate $25,000 from Central
Board to the Athletic Department, in
order to reduce student ticket prices
this year. That effort failed on a 15-8
roll-call vote during last May’s
preliminary budgeting sessions.
Just prior to that vote, about 10
people in the audience expressed
their opinion of the measure to the
board. Only one favored the plan.
After the vote, thedisgruntled sup
porters of the proposal expressed
disappointment that there was so lit
tle support from the audience.
With the creation of Bear Backers,
Alexander said, that support may be
more readily available.
Among the members of the new
group. Alexander listed eight other
ASUM officials: President Dave Hill
(who proposed the $25,000
allocation last year), Vice President
Pat Pomeroy, Business Manager
Dan Short and board members Dean
Mansfield, Dave Bjornson, Greg
Oliphant and Larry Gursky.

By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimin New Editor

If you are a University of Montana
sports fan, Central Board member
Scott Alexander has something for
you.
Alexander is the self-proclaimed
papa of the Bear Backers, a new
booster group that will cheer UM
sports teams toward their uncertain
fates this year.
"Bear Backers," Alexander said
Wednesday, "is my baby."
Alexander said he began organiz
ing the group last spring, after think
ing about it for about six months. He
would have sought an ASUM com
mittee to help him, he said, but he felt
he could do the job more efficiently
by himself.
According to Alexander, about 150
students have bought his idea for the
1976-77 school year.
On the surface, it seems that each
of those students paid $30 for a pass
equivalent to a fall and a winter
season ticket to the men’s football
and basketball games. Had they
bought regular, season tickets,
available at registration, they would
have paid only $20.
But Bear Backers also get a Tshirt, emblazoned with a portrait of
the club’s idol — a belligerent-look
ing bruin, cheated by UM Graphic
Design Director Thomas Bryan.
Alexander said Bear Backers dis
playing the organization’s pass can
also
attend
all
women's
intercollegiate sports events free of
charge. He o n ly relucta n tly
conceded that because nobody sells
tickets, anybody can see those
events without charge. Women’s
Athletics Director Sharon Dinkel is
“ seriously considering” imposing
admission charges to women’s
sports events on campus, Alexander
said.
If she does, the Bear Backers are
ready.
Another advantage of the group,
Alexander said, is the group seating
arrangement. He explained that the
Bear Backers, prior to every sports
event, will “ rope o ff' enough seats to
accommodate all the club members.
Those seats will be withheld from the
public until game time, he said,
allowing Bear Backers to take their
time in transit to the event They will
know they have good seats waiting,
he said.
"If you're a Bear Backer, you don't
have to get there an hour-and-a-half

"Fourscore and seven years ago
our forefathers brought forth upon
this continent a new nation . . . ” Lin
coln did not say it quite that way. He
said fathers instead of forefathers
and used on instead of upon.
—The Dictionary o f M isinform ation

M E N ’S SPO RTS S H IR TS (up t o ) ....................... 5 0 % off
BIB OVERALLS (limited s iz e s )........................... 5 0 % off
PA IN TER S PANTS (white canvas) ................... 5 0 % off
H U G E S E LE C TIO N W ID E W ALE C O R D S . . . 4 0 % off
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JO G G IN G S U IT S .................................................... 5 0 % off
FA SH IO N C O R D S (variety of c o lo r s ).............4 0 %

We Repair Stereos • TVs
Radios • Tape Recorders

off

FA SH IO N PRE-W ASHED JEAN S (up t o ) . . . . 5 0 % off

5 0 % off

JU M P S U ITS ( d e n im ) ....................

GALS FA SH IO N JEANS A N D C O R D S ...........4 0 %

off

GALS SH IR TS, JUM PER S, G O U C H O S
(up t o ) ................................................................ 5 0 % off
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P ress R elease
• T H E S A T U R D A Y AR TS
E N R IC H M E N T P R O G R A M
NOW IN ITS TENTH YEAR IS
INVITING MISSOULA AREA
CHILDREN AGES THREE TO
TWELVE TO PARTICIPATE
IN ITS ACTIVITIES FOR THE
NEXT SIX SATURDAYS IN
THE FINE ARTS BUILDING
ON THE
U N IV E R S IT Y
CAMPUS.
• THE PROGRAM PROVIDES CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
IN THE VISUAL ARTS, MUSIC, DANCE, DRAMA AND
W RITING.
_______
$ 7 6 n o r s e s s io n

per session

REGISTRATION CONTINUES
Saturday in

9:30-11:30 a.m .
room 101 fin e ar ts .
• T H E P R O G R A M IS S P O N S O R E D BY T H E
D E P A R T M E N T O F A R T A N D C L A S S E S ARE
C O ND UCTED BY T H E ' STUDENTS OF RICHARD
REINHOLTZ, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ART.
rv .O
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. \
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r lc h a r d r e ln h o ltz
a sso cia te p ro fe s s o r
d e p a rtm e n t o i 9 f t

